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75% of more than 200 business 

executives surveyed said AI will be actively 
implemented in their companies within 

the next three years  
The Economist

85% of customer interactions with 

businesses will be without human 
interaction by 2020

Gartner

Motivations



― NLP applications use machine learning to 
understand & generate human language

― An integral part of AI since the Turing test

― «Classic» example: virtual assistants

Natural language processing
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― Morphological: ‘shape’ of words in a sentence 

— wives  plural of wife

― Syntactic: role of words/ phrases in a sentence 

— The dog bit the boy != The boy bit the dog

― Semantic: meaning of words/phrases/sentences

— plant: photosynthetic organism/manufacturing facility/sowing

― Pragmatic: context impact on the interpretation
of words/phrases/sentences 

— John put the carrot on the plate and ate it  the carrot!Morphological

Syntactic

Semantic

Pragmatic

Levels of natural language

Dialogue 

systems

Most NLP 

applications



Conversational experience
today



― 1968-70: ELIZA the psychotherapist & 
SHRDLU’s blocks world

― 1993: SUNDIAL: spoken language 
interfaces to computer DBs, open to 
the public via telephone

― 1999: ARISE: multilingual SDS 
providing train timetable info over the 
phone via a DB timetable lookup 

First dialog systems
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Actions

Ask(date)

Words

“When would you like to check in?”

Words

“I’d like to find a hotel in Lausanne please.”

Voice reply

Intents and entities

intent=lodgingEnquiry

location=Lausanne

― Conversational user experience today: 
a human-machine «cycle» where user 
and system exchange utterances

The (spoken) dialog system cycle
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The spoken dialog system cycle (1)

NLUASR

– 1990s-2010s: Hidden Markov models 

• Word error rates around 20% for the interpretation of 
English conversational speech 

– 2010s: deep neural networks 

• Word error rates below 10%, as accurate as human 
understanding (Xiong et al., 2016) 

– NLU hasn’t changed much in the last few 
decades!

– Intent categorization

• discriminative learning models using a predefined 
taxonomy, often based on logistic regression or SVMs

– Extraction of entities needed to satisfy intent

• pattern-based (dictionaries, regexp)

• machine learning (e.g. CRFs). 
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The spoken dialog system cycle (2)

NLGDM

– Form-filling/Finite-state: task represented as 
a form whose fields are entities to be “filled”

• Example: Microsoft bot framework’s “form-flow”, 
various finite state automaton paradigms for dialog 

– Few (mostly academic) exceptions exist

• Example: reinforcement learning from simulated 
dialogs (Gonzàlez et al, 2010)

– Traditional approach: grammars or “canned 
text” to be returned to the user 

– R&D: generative models (RNNs)

– Industry: content managers need to make 
sure appropriate responses are returned 
“canned” approach FTW 
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Customer care chatbots
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The jungle of task-oriented dialog frameworks

Facebook Messenger / Wit.ai

Microsoft Bot framework + LUIS

Amazon Alexa/Lex

Google API.AI

IBM Watson

Nuance Nina

Botsify

Chatfuel

Botkit

Init.ai

AgentBot

Twyla

Pyperstream

Live Agent

Digital genius

Semantic Machines

Creative Virtual

Msg.ai

Rasa

Pandorabots

ChatterBot

Octane.ai

Rebot.me

ManyChat

FlowXO

Gubshup

Reply.ai

…
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A customer care chatbot behind the curtains
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A customer care chatbot behind the curtains
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― Idea: mine chat text for people, 
places, organizations

― Method: Conditional Random 
Fields trained using ~40k 
annotated sentences

― Features: ngrams, capitalization + 
word clusters from embeddings on 
a large corpus

Complementing virtual assistant logic with
custom NLP services: NER
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Complementing virtual assistant logic with custom NLP services: 
Question segmentation

– Idea: split complex user intentions into multiple simple ones 

– Based on results of dependency parsing

Sentence that should be split

Sentence that should not be split
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Challenges
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Challenges

Imitating human-
human dialog (Swiss) MarketIndustry

– Making the most of off-
the-shelf toolkits

– Business

– Legal

– Compliance

– Language

– Overall structure

– Mixed initiative

– Over-informativeness

– Contextual interpretation
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Imitating human-human dialog (1)

Mixed initiativeOverall structure

– Classic linguistic theories (Sinclair & 
Coulthard, 1975): HH dialog as a set of 
transactions  utterances  speech acts
(question, answer, greeting, …)

– Today, there is no industrial system analysing 
utterances in terms of speech acts

– Initiative: who is taking control of the 
interaction (Kitano & Ess-Dykema, 1991) 

– In mixed initiative: 

• system can take control to confirm info, clarify the 
situation, constrain user responses 

• user can introduce info that hasn’t been asked, change 
the focus of the conversation 

– Today, NLU can spot several entities in the 
initial utterance only… the rest is form-filling
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Imitating human-human dialog (2)

Contextual interpretationOver-informativeness

– In HH dialogue, utterances involve more info 
than explicitly asked (Churcher et al., 1997) 

– Makes dialogue more pleasant and effective

– Today, NLU can spot several entities in the 
initial utterance only… the rest is form-filling

– HH interaction relies on sharing a common 
context and topic (Grosz & Sidner, 1986) 

– Allows to change topic, use rhetorical 
phenomena (ellipsis, anaphora, deixis)

– Today’s industrial NLU has trouble resolving 
these phenomena 

– There are practically no DMs able to detect a 
topic shift/decision to drop the current intent
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Industry

Making the most of off-the-shelf toolkits

– Crafting a conversational agent remains a very manual operation

– Detecting new potential intents based e.g. on the analysis of HH conversation logs from a 
production system is currently a human-only operation

– Domain entities to be extracted from the user’s utterance need to be manually defined 

• some NLU kits offer support during training – e.g. suggesting likely entities – to speed-up the annotation of sample utterances
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Swiss market

LanguageBusiness / Compliance / Legal

– Many Swiss industries can/will not use US or 
even EU cloud (FINMA, customer
relationship)

– Reach customers through channels they use, 
often different w.r.t. US/Asian customers

– Cultural aspects: how to best address the 
customer? What part of the population is
keen on using a chatbot?

– NLU and speech to text functionality & 
accuracy is lower for FR/DE/IT than for EN

– Understanding Swiss German❤
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Reinforcement learning for statistical dialog management
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― Here’s an idea: optimize the whole
process with deep learning

― Is it possible to build a dialogue 
system which is one giant neural 
network trained end-to-end?

End-to-end dialog systems
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Source: XKCD
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AI-powered conversational user experience
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― Today, machine learning & NLP have huge
potential but limited reach in customer
care experience

― Tomorrow, AI-powered customer care will
mean more sophisticated dialog systems
and coherent customer care journeys

Conclusions



Thanks!

Silvia.quarteroni@elca.ch

https://www.linkedin.com/in/quarteroni/
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